
INDEX

accession see signature and accession
accounting

audit committees’ role in internal
investigations, 666

external audit
auditor awareness and training as

to bribery, 475–80
auditor independence, 474
auditor reporting obligations,

475–8
provisions of Article 8 of OECD

Convention overviewed, 471
Recommendation 2009, 749–50
requirement for, 472–4

FCPA provisions see Foreign
Corrupt Practices Act

Good Practice Guidance, 450–4
implementation of laws, standard of,

484–5
internal company controls,

Recommendation 2009
provisions, 465–71

introduction to Article 8 of OECD
Convention, 455

laws and regulations, 456–8
material contingent liabilities, 459
Recommendation 2009, 749
sanctions

administrative sanctions, 464–5
civil sanctions, 463–4
criminal sanctions, 462–3
parties subject to, 461–2
provisions of Article 8 of OECD

Convention overviewed, 460–1
small and medium-sized enterprises

(SMEs)
anti-bribery issues, 480–2

anti-bribery resources, 483–4
assistance to combat bribery, 4,

482–4
bribery awareness-raising, 482–3
Recommendation 2009, 746–61

see also Article 8 of OECD
Convention

active bribery
definition of, 31–3
penalties compared with passive

bribery, 298–300
actus reus, offer, promise or giving of

bribes, 136–48
administrative sanctions see sanctions
adoption of new OECD Acts, 604–5
advantage gained from bribery

see improper advantage
agents, indirect bribery by, 153–9
aiding or abetting, territoriality in

relation to, 335
allegations of bribery, prosecutors’ duty

to follow up, 361–3
amendment

alternative approaches to
adoption of newOECDActs, 604–5
interpretative notes, 604
negotiation of Protocol, 602–3
provision for, 602
revision of existing OECD Acts,

604–5
WGB practice, 605–6

by consensus, 599–600
entry into force of amendments by

consensus, 600–1
entry into force of amendments by

other mechanism, provision for,
601
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amendment (cont.)
majority requirement, 600
presumption of consensus, 601
VCLT provisions as to, 598–9
see also Article 16 of OECD

Convention
Article 1 of OECD Convention

(Offence of Bribery of Foreign
Public Officials)

any person capable of offence, 72–4
bribery as criminal offence, 39
chapter contents, 64–6
elements of offence see breach of

official duties; bribery
agreement; bribes; criminal
responsibility; foreign public
officials; improper advantage;
indirect bribery; mens rea; third
parties

functional equivalence, 71–2
Official Commentary on, 27, 39,

60–2, 738–40
Recommendation 2009, 62–4
Recommendation 2009, Annex I, 755
scope of, 66–71
text of, 59–60, 731
see also bribery, bribes

Article 2 of OECD Convention
(Responsibility of Legal
Persons)

chapter contents, 214–15
implementation of, 245–6
Official Commentary on, 213, 740
Recommendation 2009, 213–14,

224–6
Recommendation 2009, Annex I,

755–6
text of, 212, 731
see also corporate liability

Article 3 of OECD Convention
(Sanctions)

application of see sanctions
basic requirements, 255–6
chapter contents, 253–4
functional equivalence, 256–7
implementation of, 246–7
Official Commentary on, 213, 252–3,

741

Recommendation 2009, 224–5, 253
text of, 212, 252, 731–2
see also sanctions

Article 3(3) of OECD Convention
(Seizure and Confiscation)

chapter contents, 305–6
introduction to, 306–8
Official Commentary on, 305
seizure, 308–9
text of, 305
see also confiscation

Article 4 of OECD Convention
(Jurisdiction)

chapter contents, 322–3
consultation procedure (Article 4

(3)), 344–5
nationality jurisdiction (Article 4(2))

see jurisdiction
Official Commentary on, 322, 741
Recommendation 2009, 323
review procedure (Article 4(4)), 346
territorial jurisdiction (Article 4(1))
see also jurisdiction
text of, 590, 732

Article 5 of OECD Convention
(Enforcement)

chapter contents, 350–1
introduction to, 351–4
Official Commentary on, 349, 741–2
Recommendation 2009, 350
Recommendation 2009, Annex I,

756–7
Revised Recommendation 1997,

349–50
text of, 349, 732
see also enforcement

Article 6 of OECD Convention (Statute
of Limitations)

chapter contents, 397–8
comparative analysis as to

application, 411–20
introduction to, 398–9
text of, 397, 733
see also limitation periods

Article 7 of OECD Convention (Money
Laundering)

chapter contents, 423
introduction to, 423–5
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Official Commentary on, 422, 742
Recommendation 2009, 422
text of, 422, 733
see also money laundering

Article 8 of OECD Convention
(Accounting)

chapter contents, 454–5
external audit, 471–80
internal company controls, 465–71
introduction to, 455
legal framework, 456–65
Official Commentary on, 447, 742
Recommendation 2009, 448–50
Recommendation 2009, Annex II,

450–4
small and medium-sized enterprises

(SMEs), 480–4
text of, 812, 733
see also accounting

Article 9 of OECD Convention (Mutual
Legal Assistance)

issues not addressed by, 524–31
mutual legal assistance standard,

511–18
Official Commentary on, 486–7,

742–3
overview of, 509–11
text of, 486, 733–4
see also mutual legal assistance

Article 10 of OECD Convention
(Extradition)

extradition standard, 518–22
Official Commentary on, 488, 743
overview of, 509–11
text of, 487, 734
see also extradition

Article 11 of OECD Convention
(Responsible Authorities)

overview of, 509–11
Recommendation 2009, 488–9
text of, 488, 734
see also responsible authorities

Article 12 of OECD Convention
(Monitoring and Follow-up)

chapter contents, 536–8
Official Commentary on, 534–5,

743–4
Phase 3, 568–75

Phases 1 and 2, 545–63
post-Phase 2, 563–8
Recommendation 2009, 535–6
text of, 534, 734–5
see also monitoring and follow-up

Article 13 of OECD Convention
(Signature and Accession)

chapter contents, 579–80
Official Commentary on,

577–8, 744
rules of, 580–5
text of, 577, 735
see also signature and accession

Article 14 of OECD Convention
(Ratification and Depositary)

chapter contents, 579–80
rule of, 589–90
text of, 578–9, 735
see also Depositary; ratification

Article 15 of OECD Convention (Entry
into Force)

chapter contents, 579–80
text of, 578–9, 735–6
see also entry into force

Article 16 of OECD Convention
(Amendment)

chapter contents, 579–80
text of, 579, 736
see also amendment

Article 17 of OECD Convention
(Withdrawal)

chapter contents, 579–80
rule of, 606–7
text of, 579, 736
see also withdrawal

attempted bribery
completed crime distinguished,

205–6
harmonisation of rules for

transnational and domestic
bribery, 203–4

OECD Convention and national
rules compared, 204–6

preparatory acts distinguished,
204–5

territoriality, 335
audit committees’ role in internal

investigations, 666
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auditors see external audit under
accounting

aut dedere aut prosequi, extradition in
relation to, 519–21

authorised payments see legal
permission for payment

awareness-raising as to bribery, small
and medium-sized enterprises
(SMEs), 482–3

bank secrecy and mutual legal
assistance in relation, 516–18

bilateral aid procurement,
Recommendation 1996,
768–9

breach of official duties
exception for small facilitation

payments, 171–3, 178–83
general limitation on, 169–71
limitations on, 169
mens rea see mens rea
OECD Convention and national

rules compared
broad concepts without provision

for exceptions, 183–6
domestic law concepts of breach of

duties, 176–8
exception for small facilitation

payments, 178–83
no limitation of sphere of public

official’s competence, 173–6
wide definition of official action,

178–83
taking advantage of public function,

168–9
bribery

active see active bribery
agreement see bribery agreement
any person capable of, 72–4
attempted see attempted bribery
beneficiaries of, 121–7
breach of official duties see breach of

official duties
business objectives see improper

advantage
complicity

OECD Convention and national
rules compared, 200–3

OECD Convention framework,
199–200

consideration for, 168
conspiracy see conspiracy
criminalisation of, 747–8
definition of

alignment with Article 1(4) of
OECD Convention, 101–8

EU law in relation, 114–15
extension to persons on fringe or

threshold of public office, 121
foreign law as basis, 120–1
functional equivalence in relation,

39
in general or non-specific

language, 115–20
non-alignment with OECD

Convention, 108–14
OECD Convention and national

definitions compared, 101–21
harmonisation of laws

see harmonisation of bribery
laws

improper advantage see improper
advantage

indirect see indirect bribery
intention see mens rea
money laundering in relation

see money laundering
objectives for business see improper

advantage
offender defined, 72–4
prosecution for see prosecution
recipients see foreign public officials
reporting, 748–9
third party beneficiaries see third

parties
victims of see victims of bribery

bribery agreement
aim of, 136–7
completion of, 137–8
completion point of, 141
later payments, 138–9
limits of criminal defences, 139–40
negotiation stage, 137
OECD Convention and national

rules compared
broadening of offence, 143
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defences or excuses unforeseen by
Convention, 146–8

explicit reference to all phases of
the crime, 141–3

limiting of scope of offence, 144–6
bribes

actus reus, 136–48
confiscation see confiscation
giving of, 137–8
intention to offer see mens rea
later payments of, 138–9
legal permission for payment

factual determination of, 131
level of authority required for,

131–2
OECD Convention and national

rules compared, 132–6
scope of, 132

non-monetary advantages from,
128–9

OECD Convention and national
rules compared, 129–31

offer of, 137
promise of, 137
undue advantages from, 128–36

business obtained or retained through
bribery see improper advantage

civil sanctions see sanctions
civil society role in Phase 2 evaluation

and monitoring, 560–2
‘collective unilateralism’ approach

against corruption, 30–6
Commentaries see Official

Commentaries of the OECD
Convention

communications between responsible
authorities as to extradition, 522

compliance
due diligence, 649–50
employees, 626–7
internal investigations, 668–9
M&A transactions, 651–3
post-acquisition integration,

650–1
programmes

benefits of, 713–14
features of, 714–17

Recommendation 2009, 749–51,
758–61

risk mitigation, 651
sanctions in relation, 292–3
successor liability see successor

liability
third parties, 627–34
vicarious liability see vicarious

liability
complicity

OECD Convention and national
rules compared, 200–3

OECD Convention framework,
199–200

confiscation
of bribes, 311–12
functional equivalence in relation,

40
international co-operation

disposal of confiscated assets,
318–19

forfeiture and confiscation upon
request, 318

obligation of, 317–18
limits and exceptions, 314
‘monetary sanctions of comparable

effect’, 319
mutual legal assistance,

525–8
objective of, 310–11
practice of, 316–17
procedural issues, 309–10
of proceeds of bribe, 312–14
requirements for, 310–14
substituted assets, 315
terminology, 309
third party, 315–16
see also Article 3(3) of OECD

Convention (Seizure and
Confiscation)

consideration for bribe see breach of
official duties

conspiracy
harmonisation of international and

national rules, 206–7
OECD Convention and national

rules compared, 207–9
territoriality, 335
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Convention on Fighting Bribery of
Foreign Public Officials in
International Business
Transactions (OECD
Convention)

accession see signature and accession
amendment see amendment
definition of corruption, 31–4
Depositary see Depositary
entry into force see entry into force
geographic reach, 34–5
implementation, 22
implementing legislation,

requirement for, 36
modification among limited

number of state Parties,
603–4

national laws compared, see specific
topics

non-criminal provisions, 35
non-members see non-members
Official Commentaries see Official

Commentaries of the OECD
Convention

Preamble
see also Preamble to OECD

Convention
ratification see ratification
Recommendation 2009 in relation,

35
reservations see reservations
review of see Recommendation 2009
signature see signature and accession
text of, 730–6
VCLT in relation see Vienna

Convention on the Law of
Treaties

withdrawal see withdrawal
see also specific Articles and specific

topics
co-operation see mutual legal assistance
corporate counsels’ duty of disclosure,

667–8
corporate governance see internal

investigations
corporate liability

act within the scope of corporate
duties, 230

bribery through intermediaries and
subsidiaries, 231–3

business entities, 226–7
connection between act and

company interest, 229
criminal liability

identification theory (alter ego),
219–21

imputation theories, 218
objective theories, 222–3
specification of crimes covered,

228–9
theoretical approaches to, 218
vicarious liability (respondeat

superior), 219
functional equivalence in relation,

39–40
implementation of Article 2 of

OECD Convention, 245–6
legal entities covered by, 226–8
legal persons, 226–7
level of person engaging, 230–1
models of, 218
money laundering, 441
natural persons not excluded, 233
non-criminal, 223–4
parent-subsidiary liability see parent-

subsidiary liability
public entities, 227–8
Recommendation 2009, 224–6
sanctions see sanctions
significance for combating bribery,

215–18
standard of, 234–5
standards setting issues, 226
substantive liability issues, 228–35
successor liability see successor

liability
vicarious liability see vicarious

liability, Article 2 of OECD
Convention, criminal
responsibility

corporations
accounting see accounting
agents of see agents
compliance programmes

benefits of, 713–14
features of, 714–17
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government investigations
see government investigations

groups see parent–subsidiary liability
improper advantage from bribery

see improper advantage
internal controls, ethics and

compliance, 749–51
OECD Convention focus on

international business, 31
public enterprises, exercise of public

function within, 80–6
responsibilities of, 50–2
small and medium-sized enterprises

(SMEs), accounting
see accounting

subsidiaries see parent-subsidiary
liability

corruption
‘collective unilateralism’ approach

against, 30–6
definition of, 31–4
ordinary and serious corruption

distinguished, 297–8
rationale for combating, 8–10
regional Conventions against,

mutual legal assistance
provisions, 498

‘supply side’ approach against,
30–1

Council of Europe, mutual legal
assistance, 494–5, 497–8

criminal defences, limits of, 139–40
criminal prosecution see prosecution
criminal responsibility

attempted bribery
completed crime distinguished,

205–6
harmonisation of rules for

transnational and domestic
bribery, 203–4

OECD Convention and national
rules compared, 204–6

preparatory acts distinguished,
204–5

bribery as criminal offence, 39
complicity

OECD Convention and national
rules compared, 200–3

OECD Convention framework,
199–200

conspiracy
harmonisation of international

and national rules, 206–7
OECD Convention and national

rules compared, 207–9
corporate see corporate liability
extension to existing criminal justice

system, 198
indirect bribery
see also indirect bribery, corporate

liability
Crown Dependencies (UK) and

jurisdiction, 331
custodial sanctions, diversity in

national laws, 280–4

defences
FCPA, 702–6
limits of criminal defences, 139–40
unforeseen by Convention, 146–8

deferred prosecution agreements
(DPAs), 673–7

Denmark, jurisdiction as to dependent
territories, 330

dependent territories and jurisdiction,
330–2

Depositary
OECD Secretariat as, 592–4
rule of Article 14 of OECD

Convention, 589–90
see also Article 14 of OECD

Convention
deprivation of liberty to enable effective

mutual legal assistance and
extradition, 276–7

deterrence through sanctions
see sanctions

disciplinary measures in internal
investigations, 664–5

disclosure
confidentiality balanced with,

559–60
corporate counsels’ duty of, 667–8
internal investigations, 663–4, 668–9
Voluntary Disclosure Program (US)

(VDP), 10, 241–2
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Dodd-Frank Act (US) see internal
investigations

dolus eventualis and mens rea in
relation, 193–5

drafting of OECD Bribery Convention,
history of, 18–20

‘dual criminality’
extradition, 521–2
mutual legal assistance, 502–3,

515–16
nationality jurisdiction, 341–2
territoriality, 335

duties of officials, breach of see breach
of official duties

effectiveness
proportionality distinguished,

295–7
sanctions see sanctions

effects doctrine of territoriality, 334–5
employee vicarious liability

see vicarious liability
enforcement

Article 5 of OECD Convention
overviewed, 351–4

enhanced emphasis on, 541–3
FCPA principles, 712
increase in enforcement activity,

24–5
Revised recommendation 1997,

780–1
see also compliance, prosecution

enterprises see corporations; public
enterprises

entry into force
alternative method, 597–8
history of, 18–20
preferred method, 595–7
scenarios for, 595
see also Article 15 of OECD

Convention; ratification
ethics, Recommendation 2009, 749–51
European Union (EU)

bribery definition, OECD
Convention compared, 114–15

mutual legal assistance, 495–7
sanctions standard

basic approach, 261–3

broader concept of ‘effectiveness’,
264

developments as to, 264–6
impact on national sanctions,

268–9
relevance to OECD Convention,

260–1
sanctions against legal persons,

266–8
evaluation

finalisation of report, 45–6
hearings, 45–6
preparatory stage, 44
publication of final report, 46
WGB procedures, 44–6

evidence-gathering
in internal investigations, 660
by prosecutors, 372–3

excluded offences, mutual legal
assistance, 505–7

excuses see defences
export credits

Recommendation 2006, 765–7
Recommendation 2009, 752

exports by OECD members (Table),
737

external audit see accounting
extra-territoriality and jurisdiction,

325–8
extradition

aut dedere aut prosequi, 519–21
defined, 492
deprivation of liberty to enable, 276–7
dual criminality requirement, 521–2
legal basis for, 518–19
see also Article 10 of OECD

Convention

facilitation payments
exception for, 171–3, 178–83
OECD approach to, 34

financial operators and money
laundering see money
laundering

follow-up seemonitoring and follow-up
Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (US)

(FCPA)
accounting provisions
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conduct covered by, 709
persons subject to, 709–11
summarised, 708

adaption of OECD standards, 24
anti-bribery provisions summarised,

686
‘business purpose test’, 691–3
co-operation, 712–13
corporate compliance programmes,

713–17
corporate internal investigations

see internal investigations
corporate liability principles, 698
defences, 702–6
enactment, 10
enforcement principles, 712
exceptions, 702–6
Guide to, 686, 723
improper benefit, scope of, 693–5
internationalisation of, 11–12
introduction to, 685–6
parent-subsidiary liability, 698–9
persons subject to

accounting provisions, 709–11
anti-bribery provisions, 686–91

private sector opposition to, 12
prohibited payees, 695–7
reformulation, 12–13
remedial efforts, 712–13
self-reporting, 712–13
settlements

monitoring, 720–3
types of, 717–20

statute of limitations, 706–8
successor liability see successor

liability
foreign countries, sovereign authority

of, 91–2
foreign law as basis of national

definitions of bribery, 120–1
foreign public officials

autonomous definition, 74–6
breach of duties by see breach of

official duties
definition structure and principles,

76–7
exercise of sovereign authority

see sovereign authority

false motives relating to third parties,
121–2

functional classification, 77–89
institutional classification, 89–91
mens rea see mens rea
OECD approach compared with

other international bodies, 33–4
public function defined see public

function
foreign relations and bribery

prosecution, 382–3
foreign subsidiaries and affiliates,

internal investigations, 658
forfeiture see confiscation
France, jurisdiction as to dependent

territories, 330
functional equivalence

concept of, 37–8
emerging consensus as to, 40
examples of, 38–40
see also specific Articles and topics

Germany, enforcement activities, 25
Good Practice Guidance

see Recommendation 2009
government investigations

carrying out of, 671–2
deferred prosecution agreements

(DPAs), 673–7
non-prosecution agreements

(NPAs), 673–7
resolution stage

conduct charged, 677–8
form of, 673–7
nature of charges, 678–9
negotiation, 672–3
parties charged, 677
penalties, 679

government, sovereign authority of
levels and subdivisions of, 96

groups of companies
see parent–subsidiary liability

harmonisation of bribery laws
attempted bribery, 203–4
conspiracy, 206–7
sanctions see sanctions

hearings, evaluation, 45–6
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improper advantage
defined, 187–8, 693–5
limitations on, 186–7
OECD Convention and national

rules compared
extension of Convention rules

beyond business activities, 188
improper nature of advantage,

192–3
limitation to transnational

business, 188–90
‘obtaining or retaining business’

concept of FCPA, 190–1
undue advantages frombribes, 128–36

independent agents see agents
independent investigators’ role in

internal investigations, 666–7
indirect bribery

agents, 153–9
basis of criminal responsibility, 150–3
extension of responsibility, 148–9
liability for third party action, 150–3
OECD Convention and national

rules compared, 165–7
parent–subsidiary liability, 159–65

intention to offer bribe see mens rea
internal investigations

accounting issues, 661
audit committees’ role, 666
commencement of investigation,

657–8
corporate counsels’ duty of

disclosure, 667–8
corporate governance

audit committees’ role, 666
compliance and disclosure issues,

668–9
corporate counsels’ duty of

disclosure, 667–8
impact on investigations, 665
independent investigators, 666–7
other relevant reforms, 671
reforms, 665–6
whistleblower incentives and

protections, 669–71
decision to investigate, 657
demand side considerations, 659
disciplinary measures, 664–5

disclosure issues, 663–4
features in general, 656–7
foreign evidence-gathering, 660
foreign subsidiaries and affiliates, 658
government investigations in

relation, 671–2
independent investigators, 666–7
intermediaries and other third

parties, 659
legal privileges, 659–60
local law issues, 660–1
local political, business and security

situation, 661
local proceedings, 662
new issues arising during, 662–3
proliferation of players involved in, 662
public relations, 661
remediation, 665
whistleblower incentives and

protections, 669–71
international business

improper advantage from bribery
see improper advantage

OECD Convention focus on, 31
see also corporations

international co-operation see mutual
legal assistance

international organisations
co-operation with, 754
sovereign authority, 96–9

interpretative notes, agreement on, 604
investigation see government

investigations; internal
investigations; prosecution

Israel, jurisdiction as to Palestinian
Authority, 332–3

Japan, territoriality and ‘main office
exception’, 336

judicial co-operation see mutual legal
assistance

jurisdiction
consultation procedure (Article 4(3)),

344–5
dependent territories, 330–2
extra-territoriality, 325–8
internationally non-recognised

territories, 332
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Israel and Palestinian Authority, 332
multiple jurisdictions in relation to

prosecution, 393–4, 679–81
nationality jurisdiction (Article 4(2))

additional requirements, 341
application to corporate entities,

343–4
complaint by victim, requirement

for, 342–3
‘dual criminality’, 341–2
mandatory, 339–41
presence of accused, requirement

for, 343
rationale for, 338–9
senior law officer’s assent to

prosecute, requirement for, 342–3
OECD Convention negotiations as

to, 328–9
principles of, 324–8
review procedure (Article 4(4)),

346
sovereignty, 324–5
territorial basis for

aiding or abetting, 335
attempted bribery, 335
broad interpretation of, 333
connection with acts or omissions,

333–4
conspiracy, 335
‘dual criminality’, 335
effects doctrine, 334–5
engagement of, 333
extended territoriality, 336–7
Japanese ‘main office exception’,

336
money laundering, 335
preparatory acts, 335
US ‘inter-state nexus’, 335–6

territorial jurisdiction (Article 4(1)),
329

territoriality, 324–5
territory defined, 329–30
see also Article 4 of OECD

Convention

later payments of bribes, 138–9
legal permission for payment

factual determination of, 131

level of authority required for, 131–2
OECD Convention and national

rules compared, 132–6
scope of, 132

legal privilege in internal investigations,
659–60

liability see corporate liability
limitation periods

absolute, 408
adequacy of national laws, 413–17
coherence of national laws, 417–19
comparative analysis of application

of Article 6 of OECD
Convention, 411–13

different periods for natural and legal
persons, 408

duration of, 410–11
extension of, 408–10, 419
FCPA, 706–8
general features of national laws,

402–11
harmonisation of laws, 399–402
interruption of, 408–10, 419
introduction to Article 6 of OECD

Convention, 398–9
limitation at different stages of

criminal procedure, 406–7
models of, 399–411
mutual legal assistance, 507
need for, 402–5
as obstacle to prosecution, 420
relative, 408
special period for aggravated bribery,

408
special period for bribery and other

economic offences, 405–6
suspension of, 408–10, 419
types of, 406–8
see also Article 6 of OECD

Convention
local issues as to internal investigations

see internal investigations

membership see ratification; signature
and accession; withdrawal

mens rea
defined, 195
dolus eventualis, 193–5
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mens rea (cont.)
establishment of, 195–7
as factor in differentiating offences, 197
OECD Convention and national

rules compared, 195–8
as to specific public official, 197–8

monetary sanctions, diversity in
national laws, 284–5

money laundering
bribery in relation

bribery as predicate offence, 436–7
laundering of bribe, 437–8
laundering of proceeds of bribery,

438–9
predicate offence committed

abroad, 440
proof of provenance from crime,

439
self-laundering, 439–40

client monitoring obligations of
financial operators, 443

corporate liability, 441
creation of ‘slush funds’, 426–7
criminal law standard of Article 7 of

OECD Convention, 435–41
customer identification obligations

of financial operators, 442–3
defined, 435
implementation of laws, standard of,

444
international instruments against

broadening of scope of, 430–1
geographic spreading of, 431
new paradigm for, 429–30
private sector involvement, 434
redefinitional attempts in drafting

of, 431–3
relation between money

laundering and corruption, 435
‘risk-based approach’, 433–4

money flows related to corruption,
425–6

notification systems, 443
objective elements of offence, 436–40
obligations of financial operators,

442–3
regulatory standard as to, 441–3
structures for, 427–9

subjective elements of offence, 441
territoriality, 335
see also Article 7 of OECD

Convention
monitoring and follow-up

analytical approach to, 543
critique of, 48–50
emerging consensus as to, 40
enhanced emphasis on enforcement,

541–3
legal basis for, 41
mechanisms for, 42
peer review (assessment), 40–1
permanent character of, 541
procedures for, 538–40
Recommendation 2009, 5–6, 540–3,

752–3
sanctions, 278–9
Tour de Table see Tour de Table
see also Article 12 of OECD

Convention; Phase 1 evaluation
and monitoring; Phase 2
evaluation and monitoring;
Phase 3 evaluation and
monitoring

multinational corporations
OECD Guidelines

commentary, 771–3
text, 770–1

see also parent–subsidiary liability
multiple jurisdictions see jurisdiction
multiple prosecutions, mutual legal

assistance, 528–9
mutual legal assistance

Articles 5 and 6 ECHR, 508–9
background to, 490–1
bank secrecy, 516–18
bilateral approach, 498–500
challenges for, 25–6
chapter contents, 489–90, 493
co-operation with non-members,

754
confiscation see confiscation
confiscation issues, 525–8
Council of Europe, 494–5, 497–8
defined, 491–2
deprivation of liberty to enable,

276–7
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dual criminality requirement, 502–3,
515–16

European Union, 495–7
excluded offences, 505–6
excluded offenders, 506–7
international instruments for,

493–501
introduction to, 490–3
legal framework, 493–500
minimum procedural standards,

508–9
multiple prosecutions issue, 528–9
national legislation, 500
ne bis in idem, 507–8
OECD Convention and other treaty

rules compared, 522–4
OECD Convention’s impact

summarised, 529–31
pacta sunt servanda, 501
principles of, 501–5
reciprocity rule, 504–5
Recommendation 2009, 323, 498,

752
regional approach to, 494–8
regional Conventions against

corruption, 498
resources and tools, 500–1
scope of, 511–15
speciality principle, 504
standards for, 501–9
statute of limitations, 507
universal approach to, 493–4
by ‘victim’ states, 524–5
see also Article 9 of OECD

Convention; extradition

national economic interest and bribery
prosecution see prosecution

national laws
bribery definition

alignment with Article 1(4) of
OECD Convention, 101–8

EU law in relation, 114–15
extension to persons on fringe or

threshold of public office, 121
foreign law as basis, 120–1
in general or non-specific

language, 115–20

non-alignment with OECD
Convention, 108–14

OECD Convention compared,
101–21

OECD Convention compared
see specific topics

third party beneficiaries of bribery
see third parties

national legal principles and WGB
methodology in relation, 36–7

national legal systems, integration as
example of functional
equivalence, 38–9

national security and bribery
prosecution, 385–9

nationality jurisdiction see jurisdiction
ne bis in idem, mutual legal assistance

in relation, 507–8
Netherlands, jurisdiction as to

dependent territories, 330–1
non-governmental organisations (NGOs)

Recommendation 2009, 754
role in Phase 2 evaluation and

monitoring, 560–2
sovereign authority, 99–101

non-members, co-operation with,
323

non-prosecution agreements (NPAs),
673–7

non-recognised territories, jurisdiction
as to, 332

OECD Convention see Convention on
Fighting Bribery of Foreign
Public Officials in International
Business Transactions

offender defined, 72–4
Official Commentaries of the OECD

Convention
formulation of, 36
general remarks, 738
on specific Articles see specific

Articles
text of, 738–44

official duties, breach of see breach of
official duties

officials see foreign public officials;
public officials
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Organisation for Economic Co-
operation and Development
(OECD)

accession to, 28
active bribery approach compared

with other international bodies,
31–3

anti-corruption focus, 28–30
anti-corruption initiatives, 14–30
anti-corruption instruments

see Convention on Fighting
Bribery of Foreign Public
Officials in International
Business Transactions;
Recommendation 2009

bribery issue in work programme of,
13–14

early initiatives against corruption,
14–16

state Parties’ exports (Table), 737
Recommendation 2009

see Recommendation 2009
Recommendation of 1994, 16–17
Revised Recommendation of 1997,

17–18
Secretariat as Depositary, 592–4
US request to initiate new anti-

bribery instrument, 12–13
WGB seeWorking Group on Bribery

in International Business
Transactions, Convention on
Fighting Bribery of Foreign
Public Officials in International
Business Transactions

‘organised areas or entities’, sovereign
authority, 93–6

Overseas Territories (UK) and
jurisdiction, 331–2

pacta sunt servanda, mutual legal
assistance in relation, 501

Palestinian Authority, Israeli
jurisdiction as to, 332–3

parent–subsidiary liability
compliance issues, 639–40
indirect bribery, 159–65
parent liability for actions of

subsidiaries, 637–9

scope for, 634–5
subsidiary liability, 635–7

passive bribery penalties compared
with active bribery, 298–300

payments, whether legal
factual determination of, 131
level of authority required for, 131–2
OECD Convention and national

rules compared, 132–6
scope of statutory permission, 132

Pfizer HCP, successor liability case
study, 653–5

Phase 1 evaluation and monitoring
operation of, 545–6
Phase 1bis procedure, 43, 549–50
Phase 1ter procedure, 549–50
preliminary report, 547
questionnaire, 546–7
results of, 42–3, 548–9
WGB evaluation procedures, 44–6,

547–8
Phase 2 evaluation and monitoring

balance between disclosure and
confidentiality, 559–60

break-away sessions, 557–8
civil society participation, 560–2
consultation preparations, 557
effectiveness of, 558–9
fair and equitable treatment, 562–3
follow-up

discontinuance of BAE Systems
investigation, 566–7

enhancement of provisions for,
564

extraordinary measures, 47–8,
565–7

general principle as to inadequate
implementation, 565

‘horizontal issues’, 567–8
need for, 46–7
operation of, 563
oral report, 564
ordinary, 47, 564–5
written report, 564–5

on-site visits, procedure
before, 560
during, 1, 553–5, 560–1
following, 561
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operation of, 550–1
Phase 2bis procedure, 47–8
procedure, 43–4
report

adoption of, 558
consideration of, 557
follow-up see follow-up above
preliminary report, 555–6

standard questionnaire, 551–2
supplementary questionnaire, 552
Transparency International (TI), role

of, 561–2
WGB evaluation procedures, 44–6,

556–8
Phase 3 evaluation and monitoring

adoption of report, 570
adoption of, 28
elements of, 568–72
follow-up

extraordinary measures, 47–8
need for, 46–7
ordinary, 47

follow-up reports, 570–1
issues arising from, 573–4
on-site visits, 569–70
Phase 3bis procedure, 47–8, 571–2
preliminary report, 570
procedure, 44
process evaluated, 572–3
progress of, 572
proposals for further monitoring,

574–5
questionnaire, 569
rationale for, 568
sanctions, 285–8
WGB evaluation procedures, 44–6,

570
plea bargaining as to bribery charges,

369–71
political influences on prosecution

systems see prosecution
Preamble to OECD Convention

Official Commentary on, 4
text of, 3–4, 730

preparatory acts
attempted bribery distinguished,

204–5
territoriality, 335

private prosecutions by victims, 391–3
proportionality and effectiveness

distinguished, 295–7
prosecution

application of similar criteria, 354–6
charging and plea bargaining,

369–71
decision to investigate/prosecute,

354–60
deferred prosecution agreements

(DPAs), 673–7
discretion as to sanctions, 244
duty to follow up allegations, 361–3
effectiveness of national systems,

389–90
evidence-gathering, 372–3
foreign relations issues, 382–3
guidelines for prosecutors, 360–1
independence as to importance of

persons involved, 383–4
limitation periods as obstacle to, 420
multiple jurisdictions, 393–4
mutual legal assistance as to multiple

prosecutions, 528–9
national defence exception, 385–6
national economic interest in

relation
Article 5 of OECD Convention

generally, 378–9
definitional issues, 379–82

national security issues, 385–9
non-prosecution agreements

(NPAs), 673–7
organisation of, 389–94
plea bargaining, 369–71
policy priorities, 377–8
political blocks to, 373–7
political independence

exclusion of state interference,
378–89

general duties of state Parties,
373–8

political influences on prosecution
systems

external, 373–7
internal, 377

presence of accused, requirement for,
343
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prosecution (cont.)
private action, 391–3
prosecutorial discretion, 356–8
prosecutorial independence, 358–60
resources available for, 390–1
senior law officer’s assent,

requirement for, 342–3
‘serious’ offences, 368–9
state necessity exception, 387–9
threshold for commencing

investigations, 363–5
threshold for prosecution, 365–8
victim’s role, 391–3

Protocol, negotiation of, 602–3
public advantages and public

procurement, 751
public agency, exercise of public

function within, 79–80
public enterprises, exercise of public

function within, 80–6
public function

de facto exercise, 86–9
definition, 77–9
exercise within public agency, 79–80
exercise within public enterprise,

80–6
taking advantage of see breach of

official duties
public office, bribery by persons on

fringe or threshold of, 121
public officials

OECD Convention focus on, 33
see also foreign public officials

public procurement and public
advantages, 751

public relations as to internal
investigations, 661

ratification
facilitation for large countries to

ratify first, 595–7
implementing legislation in relation

to, 594–5
maintenance of political momentum

for, 597
progress of, 22
rule of Article 14 of OECD

Convention, 589–90

status (table), 22
see also Article 14 of OECD

Convention, entry into force
reciprocity rule as to mutual legal

assistance, 504–5
Recommendation 2009

criminalisation of bribery, 62–3, 747–8
drafting of, 26–8
general provisions, 4–5, 62, 746–7
Good Practice Guidance

implementing specific Articles of
OECD Convention, 755–7

responsibility for bribery through
intermediaries, 756

Preamble to, 745–6
specific provisions of OECD

Convention see specific Articles
and topics

text of, 745–54
remediation following internal

investigations, 665
reporting

finalisation of evaluation report,
45–6

publication of evaluation final report,
46

reservations
compatibility with OECD

Convention, 592
OECD Convention provision as to,

591–2
VCLT provisions as to, 590–1

responsible authorities
communications between, 522
see also Article 11 of OECD

Convention
Revised Recommendation 1997

accounting
connected provisions as to, 781
requirements, 776–7

ancillary elements or offences
applicable to bribery, 780

co-operation with non-members,
779

criminalisation of bribery, 775
defences, 780
elements of offence of active bribery,

779
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enforcement, 780–1
external audit, 776–7
general remarks, 775
internal company controls, 776–7
international co-operation, 777–8,

781
jurisdiction, 780
money laundering, 781
monitoring and follow-up, 778–9
NGOs, 779
Preamble to, 774–5
public procurement, 777
relations with international

governmental and non-
governmental organisations, 779

sanctions, 780
tax deductibility of bribes, 776
text of, 774–81

revision of existing OECD Acts, 604–5

sanctions
accounting, 460–5
administrative

accounting, 464–5
additional corporate sanctions, 238
diversity in national laws, 288–9

civil
accounting, 463–4
additional corporate sanctions, 238
diversity in national laws, 288–9

consideration of economic effect on
company, 240–1

corporate, 235–6
corporate culpability, 239–40
crime-related factors, 239
criminal, 237–8

accounting, 462–3
custodial, diversity in national laws,

280–4
deprivation of liberty, 276–7
‘effective, proportionate and

dissuasive’ standard
achievement through monitoring,

278–9
comparable penalties for active

and passive bribery, 298–300
deployment of full range of

sanctions, 301–2

deterrence and US corporate
compliance, 292–3

deterrence and US criminal
sanctions, 290–1

deterrence as objective, 289–90
effectiveness as key test, 279–80
EU law in relation see European

Union
impact of, 289–95
ordinary and serious corruption

distinguished, 297–8
origin of, 259–69
pre-Convention discussions,

259–60
proportionality and effectiveness

distinguished, 295–7
proportionate limitation of

sanctions, 300–1
relative effectiveness in national

laws, 280–9
effectiveness assessment, 242–4,

279–80
financial, 236
functional equivalence, 256–7
government investigations, 679
harmonisation of OECD Convention

with national rules, 271–4
with other forms of economic

crime, 274–6
implementation of Article 3 of

OECD Convention, 244–5
information sources for monitoring,

257–9
international standard, 236
interpretation of OECD Convention

standard, 270–1
leniency for co-operation, 241–2
limitation of, 300–1
monetary

as confiscation equivalent, 319
diversity in national laws, 284–5

natural persons, 270
OECDConvention approach, 270–302
parameters for, 271–7
parties subject to accounting

sanctions, 461–2
Phase 3 evaluation and monitoring,

285–8
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sanctions (cont.)
principles, 238–9
proportionality see ‘effective,

proportionate and dissuasive’
standard above

prosecutorial discretion, 244
repressive measures, effectiveness of,

293–5
restitution and rehabilitation, 241
successor liability after merger or

acquisition, 244–5
see also Article 3 of OECD

Convention; confiscation
Sarbanes-Oxley Act (US) see internal

investigations
Secretariat of OECD as Depositary,

592–4
Securities and Exchange Commission

(US) (SEC)
enforcement activities increase, 24–5
Voluntary Disclosure Program

(VDP), 10, 241–2
seizure

definition of, 308–9
see also confiscation

senior law officer’s assent to prosecute,
requirement for, 342–3

signature and accession
Convention in relation to non-

OECD members, 584–5
Convention in relation to OECD

members, 581
by existing OECD members, 582
full participation, rules as to, 585–9
by future OECD members, 582–4
OECD, 28
reservations see reservations
rules of Article 13 of OECD

Convention, 580–5
WGB, 28
see also Article 13 of OECD

Convention
‘slush funds’, creation of, 426–7
small and medium-sized enterprises

(SMEs) accounting
see accounting

sovereign authority
foreign countries, 91–2

government levels and subdivisions
of, 96

international organisations, 96–9
non-governmental organisations

(NGOs), 99–101
‘organised areas or entities’, 93–6
recognition of statehood, 92–3

sovereignty and jurisdiction, 324–5
speciality principle as to mutual legal

assistance, 504
state necessity and bribery prosecution,

387–9
statehood and sovereign authority in

relation, 92–3
statistics on OECD exports (Table), 737
statute of limitations see Article 6 of

OECD Convention; limitation
periods

subsidiaries
foreign subsidiaries and internal

investigations, 658
liability see parent–subsidiary

liability
substituted assets, confiscation, 315
successor liability

acquired company liability, 643
acquirer’s vicarious liability, 643
arising from transaction, 642–3
case study, 653–5
commercial risks, 643
compliance issues

due diligence, 649–50
post-acquisition integration

processes, 650–1
risk-mitigation tools, 651
for transactions, 651–3
US practice development, 649

concept of, 641–2
FCPA

acquired company liability, 647–8
acquirer’s vicarious liability, 647–8
bases for enforcement action, 643–4
case study, 653–5
due diligence, 649–50
liability arising from transaction,

646–7
post-acquisition integration

processes, 650–1
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principles of, 699–702
risk-mitigation tools, 651
settlement of actions, 644–6
for transactions, 651–3
US practice development, 649

introduction to, 612–13
risks of, 640–1
UK regulation, 648–9

‘supply side’ approach against
corruption, 30–1

taxation
Recommendation 2009, 762–4
tax deductibility of bribes, 748, 782

territoriality
basis for jurisdiction see jurisdiction
ubiquity principle, 333–4

territory
defined, 329–30
dependent, 330–2
non-recognised, 332

third parties
benefiting from bribery

absence of explicit national rules,
125–7

explicit national rules as to, 124–5
false motives of public officials,

121–2
OECD Convention and national

rules compared, 124–7
scope of offence, 122–4

confiscation, 315–16
indirect bribery see indirect bribery
vicarious liability, 627–34
see also agents

Tour de Table
content of, 544–5
format of, 544
operation of, 42, 543–4

transnational anti-bribery (TNB)
see bribery

Transparency International (TI), role in
Phase 2 evaluation and
monitoring, 561–2

ubiquity principle and territoriality,
333–7

undue advantage see improper advantage

United Kingdom
implementation of OECD

Convention, 23–4
jurisdiction

Crown Dependencies, 331
dependent territories, 330–1
Overseas Territories, 331–2

United States
corporate internal investigations

see internal investigations
Dodd-Frank Act see internal

investigations
FCPA see Foreign Corrupt Practices

Act
government investigations

see government investigations
implementation of OECD

Convention, 24–5
initiatives against ‘foreign corrupt

practices’, 10–14
jurisdiction as to dependent

territories, 332
rationale for regulatory initiatives,

10–11
request to OECD to initiate new

anti-bribery instrument,
12–13

Sarbanes-Oxley Act see internal
investigations

SEC see Securities and Exchange
Commission

territoriality and ‘inter-state nexus’,
335–6

Voluntary Disclosure Program
(VDP), 10, 241–2

vicarious liability
compliance issues

employees, 626–7
international guidance and

standards generally, 625–6
third parties, 627–34

employees
introduction to, 612–13
UK practice, 617–18
US practice, 613–16
World Bank practice, 618–19

issues summarised, 681–2
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vicarious liability (cont.)
non-employees

FCPA provisions, 619–22
German regulation, 623–5
UK regulation, 622–3
World Bank practice, 625–6

‘victim’ states, mutual legal assistance
by, 524–5

victims of bribery
complaints by, 342–3
role in prosecutions, 391–3

Vienna Convention on the Law of
Treaties (VCLT)

on amendments, 598–9
on interpretation of OECD

Convention, 604
on modification, 603–4
on reservations, 590–1

whistleblower incentives and
protections, 669–71

withdrawal
rule of Article 14 of OECD

Convention, 606–7
see also Article 17 of OECD

Convention
Working Group on Bribery in

International Business
Transactions (OECD) (WGB)

accession to, 28
enforcement activity by members, 25
evaluation procedures,

44–6
methodology, 36–41
monitoring and follow-up

framework, 40–50
see also monitoring and follow-up
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